Dukino Business Events attend team outings and team building activities with creative, cultural, technical and sporting themes. Each program is a unique experience, developed by our own team. While composing each team building concept, the team is focused on the following values; involvement of all participants, intensity in terms of experience during the entire activity.

Dukino Business Events organises and facilitates in about 200 events each year. If it is a meeting including teambuilding for a management team or a corporate event for 650 employees who participate in an activity at the same time without waiting times, followed by a dinner buffet with unique regional dishes served by our caterers.

More and more event agencies from The Netherlands, Belgium and Germany know Dukino as a reliable partner, consistently delivering quality, the ability to have distinctive theme’s in teambuilding concepts, being creative in thinking with the customer, Meanwhile having 20 years of experience in organising events.

Events of Dukino have the following added values:
- Really team building ingredients in the activities.
- Surprisingly by content and form of the experience.
- Obstinate in material, always authentic and original in selection of materials.
- Whether 10 or 750 participants; There are no waiting times at the event.
- At each event, there is a large group dynamics; involvement of all participants.
- Every activity is offered in an exciting competition.
- Indoor played, therefore weather independent. Outside is a possibility.

Meeting, lunch or dinner?
Are you looking for a nice sequel after the event; an informal BBQ, cosy lunch, dinner à la carte or a sparkling party ...? Ask us for possibilities.
Get surprised and inspired by our programs on dukino.com.

With kind regards,
Dukino Business Events
Bas Fleuren and Marcel Dukino
Soapbox Grand Prix is a hilarious program, in which the participants build a soapbox (a small go kart) in a team. A part of each team goes to work constructively. Others of the team play challenging games to make money... Many parts are then bought to pimp the soapbox! Which team is most creative and fastest?

Creative and Constructive
You have to build a soapbox with a small team of colleagues. Some people are constructing, others are playing games against opponents from other teams. With this they earn money. With that you can buy materials in our Pimp-My-Ride tuning shop! Off course you can try to negotiate and look for special offers in the shop...

Men and woman with different interests and ages like our unique mix of games and assignments in the Soapbox Grand Prix.

Pimp-My-Ride Tuning Shop!
Each team can customize their soapbox, ‘pimp’ with tacky pillows, LED lights à la the Knight rider, curtains, handlebars, full size bulbar, big exhausts, extra wide rims with huge tires, racing outfits and goofy helmets. To get the parts the participants must first do some challenges... games and assignments to earn money.

Grand Prix... action!
In a beauty contest the best looking soapbox will earn bonus seconds; which means a head start in the race. In the extremely exciting time race the drivers and their assistants will execute a number of challenges with the soapbox. A combination of technique, execution and speed will make a winning soapbox team.
In short...Which team will win this Soapbox Grand Prix?
The Eco Awareness Challenge is a challenging team game with a durable background. You are going to create a chain reaction powered by wind- and solar energy! Your team has to fulfil assignments, play nice games en answer questions about global warming, durability etc. The questions refer to pictures placed in the hall, so people have to walk around to find the correct answer.

A selection of games, interesting questions en a huge building assignment.
By answering interesting questions and solving challenging assignment your team will reach the final assignment: Build a spectacular chain reaction, powered by several energy sources such as a model solar wagon (the lights are activated by a falling domino). The solar wagon hits another domino, next inline waterforce in a watersystem. Last but not least wind force created by a wind machine and a sail wagon. What team has got the best chain reaction that functions without mistakes?

Durable energy doesn't have to be pedantic; especially in this exciting battle...
The Eco Awareness Challenge doesn’t pretend to show people in a, with a green finger in the air, educational way the dangers and interests of our ecosystem. In 4 rounds of game each player can find his or her roll; building the chain reaction, answering questions and fulfilling assignment about for example friction between human needs and preservation of the world around us, playing very nice mind- and strategic games with a link to sustainability.
Construct Challenge is a huge teambuilding events such as Scrapheap Challenge (famous from TV) with huge construction material. Teams battle against each other and build a construction according 3D construction designs… Is it going to be the crane, the canon or the bridge..?

Construct Challenge Empire State
In Construct Challenge Empire State, 2 to 5 teams of 6-20 persons will each build a tower and a crane. You will build with huge construction material. The crane is 5 meters long and over 3 meters high! With help of 3D-construction designs different modules have to be put together. The construction modules also have to be connected to each other, so; consolation, good coordination, tasks dividing, efficient cooperation! What team will place the roof on the tower with the crane and win the Construct Challenge?

Construct Challenge Special Forces
At Construct Challenge Special Forces, 2 to 5 teams of 10-20 persons each build a catapult in canon shape on a ‘truck’. You will build with huge construction material. The catapult truck has 6 wheels and is over 3 meters long! In the endgame the canons will shoot at each other’s goal with a ball. What team will hit the opposite goal first and eventually win the Construct Challenge?

Construct Challenge Golden Gate
At Construction Challenge Golden Gate, two teams of 8-15 people each build a bridge and a ‘courier’s car’ you will build with huge construction materials. The bridge is 6 meters long and one meter wide! With the help of 3D-construction designs you’ll work on 2 drive-ins and a bridge part. The cars have a steering mechanism that has to be constructed. After the bridge and car are constructed, the car has to ride over the bridge to pick up a package… What team will steer the car over the bridge the fastest and win the Construct Challenge?
Inspired by Chariots, Battering Rams and catapults from days gone by, we offer you the exciting team game **Medieval Machines**. In a team the assignment is to construct according a building plan a Donjon (residential tower of the Castle), a catapult (medieval catapult variant) and a chariot. Of course, the teams compete in the hilarious final against each other, race with the chariot to deserve ammunition, and shoot jute bags with the catapult on each other's Tower...

**Build and collect ammunition.**
As in the television programme 'Scrapheap Challenge' on Discovery Channel, work with your teammates and look for the right materials in your own workshop. With M16 bolts and wrench 24 the assignment has to be carefully constructed according the building plan. Other team members start with playing games; this to earn rocks. The team with the most rocks will get a head start of ammunition in the finale.

**Medieval Games**
A touch of common sense, and pinch of fine motor skills and a fearless attitude can make the difference when playing the games. The room is decorated with a nice alternation of brain teasers, strategic and skill-games. Some games have a link with the medieval theme, such as: Kantelen Krakers, the Donjon Route, Robin Hood or Castle Garden Mase.

**Fight to the death?**
No, but the final turns out to be an exciting game in which cooperation, timing and skills are important. One team has got a head start, because they already earned ammunition by winning the most games. This doesn’t mean that the battle is already over. Because when the Knight on the chariot gets the ring with the lance, the team earns ammo to shoot with the catapult on the tower of the opponent. Which team hits the tower of the opponent most?
Race of the Robots challenges your team in a spectacular way. Different teams re-design and construct their own robot. A few team members have to construct the robot, a few others have to answer questions about robotics, to get the card key for the robot. The other team members have to play challenging games for needed parts and testing time in the arena. Afterwards each team will drive with their custom made and remote controlled robot in a thrilling race of skill!

In 'Race of the Robots’ teams have to design an realize a robot. Part of each team will be working creatively/constructively. The other team members play games, answer questions and fulfil assignments, to buy most needed materials, testing time in the arena and the card key to start the robot. Then the teams experience a exciting Race of the Robots!

In a real arena the robots will have to battle exciting tournament. Each time one remote controllable robots will compete. The robots have to complete several missions as fast as possible, and they have to stop their own time measurement!

Teamwork…
The controller of the robot has to be transferred to each team member, as in a relay. So each mission is an effort of the whole team! The fastest time will win. How smart, how controllable is the robot and the team that’s behind it? What team will win the 'Race of the Robots’?
Aqua Experiment is a surprising program with water. In a challenging competition different teams will move water with a self-made system of aqueducts, waterworks, pumps, reservoirs, water taps and valves. Aqua Experiment combines constructing the water system, exciting and ‘splashing’ experiments and a thrilling finale: Which team will move the 30 liter of water the fastest without spilling?

**Teamwork will lead to result**
Two teams each have to build a aqueduct- and waterworks system in different units which have to fit to each other. Each team receives a large amount of adjustable tripods, tubes, stainless steel gutters, valves, ball valves and fittings. The number of units you have to build will be adjusted in bigger and smaller teams.

A part of each team will earn testing water by solving tasks in the Aqua Dilemma. Others answer questions about water. This is a stimulating and challenging assignment, even with help of your smartphone.

**The water race!**
In the finale the cranes of the reservoirs will be opened… Who will control the faucet at the start? Who will be responsible for the submersible pump? Who will open the ball valves in time? What team moves the 30 litres of water first to the reservoir on the other side of the room? Which team will win the Aqua Experiment?

Aqua Experiment calls for good cooperation, precision execution of the tasks and consolation.
Durable Energy Challenge is an exciting team challenge, we translate the theme durability to a ‘green’ and special experience.
In teams you have to construct a windmill according a plan, the wings you have to make your own design. Next is the finale, what team created the best windmill?

Imaging…
In teams you have to create a huge windmill out of enormous meccano parts. Each windmill is about 5 meters long and 4 meters of high. A part of each team has got to be constructive. Other team members have to answer questions about durability to earn points in the game.

Designing the wings of the windmill as a team effort!
A large part of the construction will be on 3D constructions designs. But the rotating parts (the wings of the mill) must be designed by the team itself. There are various possibilities in height, size, shape and direction of the wings. You’re never for 100% secure that you will succeed. What team will come with the most effective design? Tasks and materials have to be divided. Who will be responsible for constructing the mill, what team members are going to design the wings and who will answer the questions?

Testing with hurricane power!
The finale will show what team constructed the best windmill. The project has to be parked in front of the wind machine for the tests.

The wind machine moves about 20000 m³ air at ‘hurricane power’. What windmill makes the most rotations in the given time period? What team will get the highest peak of energy. What team will win the Durable Energy Challenge?
Eindhoven The Smartest is a surprising city game, played in the centre of the smartest region of the world. We guide you with your team – with a.o. navigation assignments ‘TomTomTotem’ and ‘PrintPlaatPlan’ – to the highlights of Eindhoven. In the meanwhile other team members have to solve questions and assignments about things like the visit of Einstein to het Natlab, Philips, Design Academy and DAF…

The making of…

Eindhoven The Smartest originated from the different slogans of this city of lights'. The slogans about Eindhoven are historically grown, created spontaneously, or they are conceived as marketing tools… Always about theme's and issues belonging to Eindhoven! After the election of the smartest region of the world in 2011 Eindhoven launched a campaign were they promoted these four slogans: Eindhoven, the smartest… Eindhoven, the generous… Eindhoven, the craziest… Eindhoven, city of lights…

TomTomTotem and Printplaat Plan

With your team you are walking through Eindhoven according the guidelines you find in assignment A. Your team has got to navigate, among others, with the TomTom Totem. You have to make a fast as possible time with a flawlessly walked track. You also have to solve questions about Eindhoven and the slogans. Keep in mind!: There are difficult questions and challenging assignments, so you are allowed to google with smartphone. Every correct answer will give your team bonus time which we subtract from the final time! What team has got the best sense of direction, the best team spirit, the best up to date knowledge, the smartest smartphone users… and will take the title ‘Eindhoven the Smartest’?
‘I Love Holland’ is a surprising and typical Dutch team game met a big diversity of games, difficult questions and challenging assignments about Holland. The games and assignments make sure there will be a healthy competition filled with fun and exciting moments; with a finally with the Wheel of Adventure!

Each team builds a canal house!
As a team you have to build a canal house with large wooden blocks. The building blocks are earned through playing games; modern thinking and skill games with Holland as theme. Furthermore, you earn the key of the property with solving questions about Holland. The booklet with questions about Holland refers you and your teammates to photos, articles and music in the room. Which team will finish their canal house first?

From Beatrix to Hazes, and from Ali B to Erasmus!
The “Ik hou van Holland” questions are about music, art, traditions, BN’rs, sports, a piece of history and even our Kingdom. Will your team with a common frame of reference (young and old, difference in interest, etc.) come to the solutions needed. In the end the answers turn out to be great, remarkable and interesting tidbits about Holland and it’s rich culture!

Each location is decorated with nice game tables which have tablecloths with Dutch design reinforcing the theme. The games in beautiful wooden versions have typical Dutch names like Molens in Mokum, Trapgevel Logica, Kaatsen, Kegelen en BN’ers Memory.

Hilarious and exciting final...
After each team is finished with the build of the Canal House and ‘the key’ to the property in possession, the sizzling final with the ‘wheel of Fortune’ can be played!
At the team challenge Constructive Communication is becomes painful clear how difficult it is to communicate in a clear manner. Especially when there is no eye contact and non-verbal behaviour. How to define the materials, what’s left - right, what is front - back? The Constructive Communication is the ultimate teambuilding for close / seasoned teams.

The uncomplicated assignment is: "build a buggy"... But who has got the 3D building plans?

**Blind confidence, effective communication?**

Imagine... Two rooms per team. In the first room you find a walky-talky and a huge amount of construction materials, with the bolts M16 and wrench 24 you have to construct a buggy. In the other room you will find the 3D building plans and the second walky-talky.

Which team can explain and translate the plans to a real buggy fastest?

Within each team, there are several tasks: reading the plans, communicating by walky talky, interpreting the message by walky talky, and building. With the help of the 3D building plans, directions have to be given to the rest of the team through the walky talky. With these instructions the builders will connect the materials and create the buggy. The team that finishes the buggy first, earns the first point in this challenge.

**Fun in precision**

The team with the least amount of errors in the construction will also earn one point... and a head start in the race! Every construction error will mean penalty seconds in the race.

What team finishes the course fastest, without penalty seconds? What team will win this edition of Constructive Communication?
In the Ultimate Brain Battle various teams battle against each other by solving brain teasers, every solved brain teaser means coins. The challenge also consists of a large number of modern games, players challenge each other and try to win coins. Each team consists of 8 to 12 players who play games with opponents from other teams. Which team will have the tallest ‘tower’ of coins at the end of the game time?

**Game’s for Alfa’s, Bèta’s and ‘Messi’s’**
With a grand and very varied selection of modern thinking and strategic games we know we can challenge even the most sharp ‘beta DIBs’ – with great ease –!
A huge range of contemporary brain teasers as Smart Bending, IQ Puzzle and Stepped Gable Logic will provide a concentration that is unprecedented.

For the necessary variety there are also several skill games available so participants with practical skills also are of influence in this game.

The strategic games as Quixo, Kalaha, and Corridor get the job done in terms of team spirit and stress. The short term memory is put to the test with games like Bernini Mystery, Quarto and the Bea to Mao’s ‘ XL ’ Memory.

**The highest ‘Coin tower’ will win the game**
The beautiful range of the games and brain teasers is completed by a surprising final.

Which team has got the highest tower of earned coins in the game and final rounds of questions with the wheel of Fortune?

What team will win this Ultimate Brain Battle?
Game Olympiad is a sporting team challenge that reaches beyond sports; it asks about heroes and history, shocks through media and politics, surprises about culture and chauvinism, and talks about reconciliation. Your team plays a wide variety of interesting games... With a Olympic feel.

Sport in stimulating games...
With playing games you win Olympic rings. The sports are translated to skill-, mind- and strategic games; basketball as a mind teaser, tennis as ‘pong’ reinvented in the first ever computer game, curling in a summer edition with a huge ball, soccer as extreme blow soccer game with help of a compressor, a memory game with heroes like Fanny Blankers Coen, Carl Lewis, Sven Kramer and Johan Cruijff.

Olympic knowledge as a team... faster than your smartphone?
Crack the code by answering questions about sports, the Olympic Games and sport history. When your team has cracked the code and collected enough Olympic rings, then the Olympic flame gets lit!
Does your team make the fastest time?

In short: which team represents the Olympic spirit in 3 words the best ... Friendship, Excellence and Respect? What team wins this edition of Game Olympiad?
Clash of Cultures is a competition with tantalizing questions, special assignments and fun games out of the most diverse cultures. In a team, you build a world famous building with large building blocks. The blocks, however, you must still earn ... With colourful questions, games and assignments from all over of the world.

**Taj Mahal and Empire State Building**
You build the Taj Mahal, the Empire State building or a pyramid. The money for the building materials you can earn by playing games... With games as Kalaha, Jogo des Argolas, Bernini Mystery and Bolha 'you taste' games from all over the world. Every game you win delivers the much-needed 'ducats' for the realization of your construction work that is on the UNESCO World Heritage list.

**Crack the code!**
With the wooden blocks you won you can realize the construction work. To complete the team assignment you need to earn the key of the building. 40 correct answered questions about culture give the code tot his key... The key will give you 'access' to the building!

**From Ghandi to van Gogh, from Masaï to Mozart.**
The booklet includes questions about special use, weird laws, colorful traditions, music, art, politics and special eating habits. The questions refer to photos, items and music in the room. Which team is first in solving the questions and cracking the code to get possession of the key?

Which team members know most about different countries and their cultures; the music, customs and peculiarities, the laws and backgrounds? The smartphone may be used, but common knowledge will obviously be faster! What team wins this Clash of Cultures?
Braincracker Casino consists of a large number of beautiful extraordinary mind- and strategic games. Each team consists of 8 to 12 players who play games with opponents from other teams. The winner will receive coins after each won game and the loser will stay empty handed… You can try your luck at the roulette table. Will the team with ‘the biggest brain’ be beaten by the ‘rookies’ with a lot of luck?

A touch of Einstein and an ounce of Gladstone Gander...

With a grand and very varied selection of modern thinking and strategic games we know we can challenge even the most sharp ‘beta dib’s’ – with great ease –! A huge range of contemporary brain teasers as Smart Bending, IQ Puzzle and Stepped Gable Logic will provide a concentration that is unprecedented.

The strategic games as Quixo, Kalaha, and Corridor get the job done in terms of team spirit and stress. The short term memory is put to the test with games like Bernini Mystery, Quarto and the Bea to Mao's 'XL' Memory.

With more than twenty different games Braincracker Casino proves to be an extremely varied team game with surprising finale!

Rien ne va plus...

With your team you decide how much risk you want to take in betting at the roulette table. You risk your funds, earned with a lot of hard teamwork during the game…

Is it going to be precious profit or disappointing loss?

Golden mountains and team spirit …?

Do you have a team strategy? Is it going to be every man for himself? Do you gamble? Will everybody stay sharp until the end? Are there some irritations? Or is it a calculated win, step by step, coin by coin. Braincracker Casino is exciting, time after time!
Around the World in 80 Games is a surprising team game that consists of a large number of beautifully executed skill/thinking and strategic games. Different teams of 8 to 15 players play modern games, partly from other cultures, with opponents from other teams. With each played game the winner gets coins and the loser will stay empty handed... Even the 'I don't play games people' get excited from the challenges of Around the World in 80 Games.

Kalaha versus Stepped Gable Logic
Even the most fanatic gamers discovers new games in first class unique versions. What do you think about Pylos, Quixo, Molens in Mokum, Corridor, Bernini Mystery, Meander, Juego das Argolas, Ark of Noah, Mecanix, Quarto, Katamino, Castellers, Bullseye, Citadella, Shut the Box, Black Holes and Gobblet. For large groups we can make a selection up to 80 different games!

You can't compare the varied game offer of 'Around the World in 80 Games' with any other game rentals or old Dutch games... The main difference are the challenging mind-, skill- and strategic mind games, in combination with enthusiastic instructors.

At the end of the game time the coins are counted, which are acquired and collected with a lot of commitment. Which team has the most coins and wins this edition of ‘Around the World in 80 Games’?

Around the World in 80 Games, 90 minutes program € 19,50
Around the World in 80 Games, 120 minutes program incl. extra opdracht, p.p. € 24,50
Prices exclude VAT, Starting from 20 p. in location Eindhoven.
Other location elsewhere in the Netherlands (starting from 30 p.) We charge € 5,00 extra per person. Transport excluded à € 0,50 (Eindhoven – location – Eindhoven)
Natuurlijk zijn wij zelf enthousiast over onze teambuilding activiteiten en bedrijfsuitjes. Het zegt echter veel meer wat anderen ervan vinden. Daarom delen wij graag enkele recensies* met u van bedrijven die Dukino Business Events inmiddels hebben bezocht. Dit zeggen contactpersonen van bedrijven over de teamuitjes van Dukino.

ASR Nederland
33 personen  
Zeepkisten Grand Prix
Namens de gehele 9e etage van ASR Nederland: Het was fantastisch! Zelfs onze eigen “geen zin in” mensen hebben enorm genoten en dat wil wat zeggen!!! Eindhoven ver vanuit Utrecht? Voor een bezoekje aan Dukino nooit!

Ricoh Nederland BV
200 personen  
Aqua Experiment
Op zoek naar een activiteit die verbroedert, motiveert en waar iedereen ontzettend veel lol aan beleeft? Dan is het Aqua Experiment ook iets voor u. Vanaf het moment dat we starten heb ik alleen maar rode ingespannen hoofden gezien. Iedereen ging zo op in de verschillende onderdelen. Eten en drinken dat ondertussen voorbij kwam werd overgeslagen; geen tijd! Zo fanatiek; dit haalt het beste in teams naar boven en is als toeschouwer ook super om te aanschouwen. In één woord: FANTASTISCH!!!

ASML Netherlands B.V.
24 personen  
Constructieve Communicatie
Als je een organisatie zoekt die op maat een teambuilding kan organiseren en faciliteren dan is het Dukino Events. Erg flexibel, denken oplossingsgericht en bieden meer dan ge-adverteerd. Onze teambuilding is perfect verlopen, van meeting tot het eigenlijke event en uiteindelijk het eten. TOP!

OCÉ Technologies BV
Construct Challenge
Als ontwerper en begeleider van meerdagse interventies voor met name mensen uit de technische sector, is de Construct Challenge van Dukino 100 % OK! Wij kiezen zelfs ons conferentieoord in de omgeving van Eindhoven – ook voor onze buitenlandse deelnemers – omdat Dukino garant staat voor een prima teambuilding event.

* Source: TOP 100 reviews on bedrijfsuitje.nl